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1. INTRODUCTION
The method of regularized derivatives derivatives transforms a partial
differential equation of evolution type into a family of ordinary integro-dif-
ferential equations, whose solutions exist forward and backward in time
and can be obtained in a much easier way. Briefly stated, spatial partial
derivatives › are replaced by convolution with › w , where w is a familyx x e e
of mollifiers converging to the Dirac measure. This has been used to treat
Žill-posed problems theoretically and numerically Ashyralyev and
w x w x w x. w xSobolevskii 1 , Murio 14 , Van and Hao 19 . Rosinger 18 has based hisÁ
theory of unconditionally stable and explicit numerical schemes on this
w xmethod. Cockburn et al. 5 have used this technique to study entropy
solutions of conservation laws. Further, it is of relevance to the nonlinear
w xtheory of generalized functions of Colombeau 6]8 . In this setting, solu-
tions are sought in algebras of generalized function containing the space of
Schwartz distributions. The method of regularized derivatives provides
smooth approximate solutions, together with estimates on all derivatives,
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which may serve to construct representatives for generalized solutions.
General existence and uniqueness results for regularized evolution equa-
w xtions have been obtained in 10]12 ; convergence to classical solutions was
w xestablished for linear and nonlinear hyperbolic equations in 9]12 and for
w xthe porous media equation in Heibig and Moussaoui 13 . Applications
to conservation laws and nonlinear geometric optics have been investigated
w xin 16 .
The method of regularized derivatives encompasses both existence
theory and numerical schemes. Given a partial differential equation of
evolution type, the corresponding family of integro-differential equations
provides a family of approximate solution which can be viewed as a
generalized solution, and in turn can be computed numerically. If the
original equation admits a classical solution, convergence of the numerical
scheme can be established in two steps: first, the convergence of the
approximate solutions to the classical solution and second, convergence of
the scheme computing the approximate solution.
The purpose of this article is to present a complete treatment of the
model nonlinear system
› u q › f u q g u s Du 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž .t x
nq1 n  4 Ž .T Ž . Ž Ž .on R s R = t G 0 , where u s u , . . . , u , f u s f u ,q 1 m 1
Ž ..T Ž . Ž . n Ž .. . . , f u with each f u being a column, and › f u s Ý › f u .n i x is1 x ii
The corresponding regularized equation is
› u q › f u )w q g u s Du )w )w , 1.2Ž . Ž . Ž .Ït e x e e e e e «
Ž . Ž .  4 Žwhere w x s w yx , and we take delta nets w with the semiopenÏe e e e g I
Ž x . Ž . Ž n. Ž .unit interval I s 0, 1 as index set of the form w x s 1re w xre ,e
Ž . Ž n. Ž .where w x g D R and Hw x dx s 1. Adjoining Cauchy data
u 0, x s u x , 1.3Ž . Ž . Ž .e 0
we establish global existence and uniqueness of a solution at fixed e ) 0.
Next, when the initial data are classical square integrable functions, we
 4 Ž .prove that the solution sequence u of 1.2 is a Cauchy sequence ande e g I
Ž .the limit gives the unique weak solution of 1.1 when e goes to zero.
Furthermore, when the initial data are generalized functions, additional
estimates concerning the asymptotic behavior as e “ 0 imply the existence
of Colombeau generalized solutions. We also discuss convergence and
Ž .divergence when 1.1 is regularized in other ways and, finally, study a
Ž .convergent numerical scheme approximating the solution u to 1.2 .e
The paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 is devoted to the existence
Ž . Ž .and uniqueness of a solution u to the Cauchy problem, 1.2 and 1.3 ,e
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and the limiting behaviour when e goes to zero. In Section 3, after briefly
recalling some concepts of Colombeau generalized functions, we obtain
the existence and uniqueness of generalized solutions and consistency with
Ž .classical solutions to 1.1 when the latter exist. Numerical methods are
addressed in Section 4.
2. REGULARIZED DERIVATIVES AND CONVERGENCE
We begin by solving the nonlinear parabolic Cauchy problem with
regularized derivatives. With notations as in Section 1, we consider the
problem
› u q › f u )w q g u s Du )w )wŽ . Ž . Ït e x e e e e e e 2.1Ž .
u 0, x s u x .Ž . Ž .e 0
Ž . Ž .The nonlinear function f u and g u are required to satisfy the
following main assumptions throughout this paper:
f u and g u are smooth and globally Lipschitz in u g R m ,Ž . Ž .
MAŽ .
and f 0 s g 0 s 0.Ž . Ž .
2 Ž Ž . Ž ..This implies in particular that for any u g L , we also have f u , g u g
L2.
y< wÃŽej . < 2 < j < 2 tÃ Ž .Let T t, j s e , where w denotes the Fourier transformÃe
y1 Ã ÃŽ . Ž Ž . . Ž .of w, and let T t u s F T t u be the Fourier inverse of T t u. It isÃ Ãe e e
 Ž .4 0straightforward to see that T t defines a C -semigroup of contrac-e t G 0
2Ž n. Žw . 2Ž n.. Ž .tions on L R , and for weak solutions in C 0, ‘ , L R , problem 2.1
is equivalent to the following system of integral equations:
t
u t s T t u y T t y s f u )› w q g u s ds. 2.2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .He e 0 e e x e e
0
Ž .The following existence result for the problem 2.1 holds:
2Ž n.THEOREM 2.1. For any u g L R , there exists a unique solution u g0 e
Žw . 2Ž n.. Ž .C 0, ‘ , L R to 2.1 ; moreo¤er, there is a constant C ) 0 depending
only upon the moduli of the Lipschitz continuity of f and g, such that for any
t G 0,
' '2 n5 52 nu t F u 1 q 2C t exp Ct 1 q 2C t q p C . 2.3Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .L ŽR .Ž .L Re 0
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Ž .Proof. It suffices to consider the system of integral equations 2.2 .
Ž .Define the transformation F by the right-hand side of 2.2 :e
t
F u t s T t u y T t y s f u )› w q g u s ds. 2.4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .He e 0 e x e
0
By using the Lipschitz properties of f and g, we have that F mapse
Žw . 2Ž n..C 0, ‘ , L R into itself. Moreover, there is a constant C ) 0 such that
for any T ) 0, e g I, the inequality
1 T
‘ 2 n ‘ 2 n5 5 5 5F u y F ¤ F C 1 q u y ¤ dt 2.5Ž .L Žw0, T x , L ŽR .. H L Žw0, t x , L ŽR ..e e ž /e 0
Žw . 2Ž n..holds for any u, ¤ g C 0, ‘ , L R .
Žw x 2Ž n..Thus, for any fixed e g I, the map F is a contraction on C 0, T , L Re
for sufficiently small T ) 0, which implies that F has a fixed pointe
Žw x 2Ž n.. Ž .u g C 0, T , L R , providing a local solution of 2.1 .e
Ž .In order to show the global existence of the solution to 2.1 , it is
Ž .sufficient to establish the estimate 2.3 .
Ž . Ž .From 2.2 and the definition of T t , we havee
t
u t s T t u y T t y s g u s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .He e 0 e e
0




2 n5 52 n 2 nu t F u q C 1 q u s ds 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž .L ŽR . HŽ . Ž .L R L Re 0 ež /'t y s0
Ž .by using the Parseval formula, the assumption MA , and the elementary
inequality
2 y1r2yy t< <sup ye F 2 et . 2.8Ž . Ž .
ygR
w x Ž .Employing a Gronwall-type inequality similar to 3, Lemma 2.2 in 2.7 ,
Ž .we immediately obtain the estimate 2.3 .
Žw . 2Ž n..The uniqueness of the solution u g C 0, ‘ , L R to the probleme
Ž . Ž .2.1 is a simple corollary of the inequality 2.5 .
Next, we study the limiting behaviour of the solution sequence u whene
the mollifier w converges to the delta function, and we investigate somee
phenomena when we take other kinds of regularization for the nonlinear
Ž .parabolic system 1.1 .
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First, we have
2Ž n. Ž .THEOREM 2.2. Gi¤en u g L R , let u be the solution of 2.1 . Then,0 e
Žw . 2Ž n..as e goes to zero, u has a limit u g C 0, ‘ , L R , and it is the uniquee
weak solution to the Cauchy problem
› u q › f u q g u s DuŽ . Ž .t x 2.9Ž .
u 0, x s u x .Ž . Ž .0
Ž . Žw . 2Ž n..Proof. Uniqueness of weak solution to 2.9 in C 0, ‘ , L R is
immediately clear from viewing it as a perturbation of the heat equation
Ž .and using estimate 2.8 in the corresponding integral equation. Thus, it
 4suffices to prove that u is a Cauchy sequence when e goes to zero.e e g I
w x Ž .Fix some interval 0, T . From 2.6 we have for any e , d g I and
w xt g 0, T that
u y u t 2Ž . Ž .e d L
t 2 2 2 2y< w Žej . < < j < Ž tys. y < w Ždj . < < j < Ž tys.Ã ÃF e g u s y e g u s dsŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ã ÃH ž /e d
20 L
t 2 2y< w Žej . < < j < Ž tys.ÃÃq iw ej j ? f u s eŽ . Ž .Ž .ÃŽH e
0
2 2y< w Ždj . < < j < Ž tys.ÃÃyiw dj j ? f u s e dsŽ . Ž .Ž .Ã .d
2L
2 2 2 2y< w Žej . < < j < t y < w Ždj . < < j < tÃ Ãq u e y e s I q II q III. 2.10Ž .2Ã Ž .0 L
For the term II, we have
t 2 2 2 2y< w Žej . < < j < Ž tys. y < w Ždj . < < j < Ž tys.Ã ÃII F ijw ej e y ijw dj eŽ . Ž .Ã ÃH Ž .
0
Ã=f u s dsŽ .Ž .e
2L
t 2 2y< w Ždj . < < j < Ž tys.Ã Ã Ãq ijw dj e ? f u s y f u s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .ÃŽ Ž .H e d
20 L
s II q II , 2.11Ž .1 2
where
II F A e , d 2.12Ž . Ž .1
and
1t
II F C u y u s ds 2.132Ž . Ž . Ž .H2 e d L't y s0
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Ž . Ž .with A e , d “ 0 as e , d “ 0 by using 2.8 , the Lebesgue dominated
Ž .convergence theorem, the Lipschitz property of f , and the bound 2.3 .
Similarly, we have
t
I q III F B e , d q C u y u s ds, 2.142Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H e d L
0
Ž .where B e , d converges to zero when e and d go to zero.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Substituting 2.12 , 2.13 , and 2.14 into 2.10 ,
u y u t F B e , d q A e , d2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .e d L
1t
q C 1 q u y u s ds,2Ž . Ž .H e d Lž /'t y s0
which implies
2 nsup u t , ? y u t , ? “ 0 as e , d “ 0 2.15Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L Re d
w xtg 0, T
by using a Gronwall-type inequality again.
Ž .The twofold convolution on the right-hand side of 2.1 is used to
regularize the Laplace operator by means of a mollifier whose Fourier
transform is nonnegative. This is crucial for obtaining the convergence of
 4  4u in Theorem 2.2. If the condition is violated, u may divergee e g I e e g I
even in the linear case. We shall demonstrate this phenomenon with the
one-dimensional heat equation
› u s › 2 u )wt e x e e 2.16Ž .
u 0, x s u x ,Ž . Ž .e 0
 4where the delta net w is constructed from a mollifier w such thate e g I
Ž .w j - 0 for some j g R.Ã
Ž .For the problem 2.16 , we have
2yx r4 ‘ 2'Ž . Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 2.1. Let u x s 1r2 p e , and let u g C R be0 e q
Ž . Ž .the solution of 2.16 . Then there is t ) 0 such that u t, ? di¤erges in0 e
Ž . Ž .S 9 R as e “ 0 for e¤ery t G t , where S 9 R is the Schwartz space of0
tempered distributions.
Ž .Proof. Clearly, it is enough to show that for some t ) 0, u t, ?Ãe
yj 2ywÃŽej .j 2 tŽ . Ž .diverges in S 9 R as e “ 0, where u t, j s e .Ãe
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Ž . yj 2 Ž .Take the test function f j s e g S R , and
‘ 2 2y2 j yw Žej .j tÃu t , j f j dj s q e dj s I q II, 2.17Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃH H He ž /y‘ A Be e
 < Ž . 4  < Ž . 4where A s j g R w ej G 0 and B s j g R w ej - 0 .Ã Ãe e
Clearly, the first term
y2 j 2ywÃŽej .j 2 tI s e dj 2.18Ž .H
Ae
remains bounded independently of e .
On the other hand, the assumption on w gives a constant a ) 0 and an
w x w x Ž .interval h , h such that for any h g h , h , w h F ya - 0. WithoutÃ0 1 0 1
loss of generality, we assume h ) h ) 0.1 0
Obviously, when
a t y 2 ) 0 2.19Ž .
and e ) 0 is small enough, we have eŽa ty2.j
2 G eŽa ty2.j for any j g
w xh re , h re .0 1
Ž .Thus, the term II in 2.17 satisfies
h re h re21 1Ža ty2.j Ža ty2.jII G e dj G e dj , 2.20Ž .H H
h re h re0 0
which goes to infinity when e goes to zero.
Ž . Ž . Ž .Therefore, by substituting the results 2.18 and 2.20 into 2.17 we
Ž . Ž . Ž .conclude that u t, x diverges in S 9 R when 2.19 is valid.e
Ž .In the linear problem 2.16 in any space dimension, if we do not impose
any conditions on the sign of w, suitable restrictions on the initial data uÃ 0
may still lead to convergence. In both of the following results we can
demonstrate convergence in the L‘ norm of order one in e , which is
important to the numerical methods to be presented in Section 4.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Gi¤en smooth initial data u with the property that there0
< <are two positi¤e constants C and c such that when j “ ‘, the Fourier
Ž .transform u j satisfies the growth conditionÃ0
4yc < j <u j F Ce , 2.21Ž . Ž .Ã0
Ž . nlet u be the solution 2.16 with x g R , and let u be the solution to thee
problem
› u s › 2 ut x 2.22Ž .
u 0, x s u x .Ž . Ž .0
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Then for any fixed T G 0, we ha¤e
‘ nsup u t , ? y u t , ? s O e as e “ 0. 2.23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L Re
w xtg 0, T
Proof. Obviously, we have
2 2yw Žej . < j < t y < j < tÃ< < < <‘ nu t , ? y u t , ? s u j e y e dj . 2.24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÃHŽ .L Re 0
nR
By simple computation, the following identities hold,
ywÃŽej . < j < 2 t y < j < 2 te y e
12 2y < j < t < <s e exp yej j t =w sej ds y 1Ž .ÃHž /ž /0
12 2y < j < t < <s e yej j t =w sej dsŽ .ÃHž 0
1 12< <= exp ytej j t =w sej ds dt ,Ž .ÃH Hž / /0 0
which implies
ywÃŽej . < j < 2 t y < j < 2 t 3 3 2
‘ ‘< < < < 5 5 < < 5 5 < <e y e F e t j =w exp j t =w y j t . 2.25Ž .Ã ÃŽ .L L
Ž . Ž . Ž .Substituting 2.25 into 2.24 , and using the assumption 2.21 , it follows
that
‘ nsup u t , ? y u t , ? s O e as e “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L Re
w xtg 0, T
The next result, which we quote without proof, follows from the argu-
w xments of Rosinger 18, Chap. 6 . We introduce a space of special quasi-
analytic functions as follows. For any fixed w ) 0, define
‘ p p
‘5 5Y w s u g C R ’C ) 0, so that for ;p g N, › u F Cw .Ž . Ž . 4L ŽR .
Ž .PROPOSITION 2.3. Let u and u be the solution to the problems 2.16 ande
Ž . Ž .2.22 in one space ¤ariable. If u g Y w for some w, then for any T ) 0,0
we ha¤e
‘ nsup u t , ? y u t , ? s O e as e “ 0.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L Re
w xtg 0, T
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3. GENERALIZED SOLUTIONS
First, we briefly recall some basic concepts of Colombeau differential
w xalgebras 6]8 containing the space of distributions.
nq1 n  4 Ž .Let R s R = t G 0 . The set of all nets u of smooth func-q e e g I
‘Ž nq1. w nq1 xtions u g C R forms a differential algebra E R under compo-e q q
nentwise multiplication and partial differentiation. The subalgebra
w nq1 x Ž . w nq1 x2E R is defined by those elements u of E R with theM , L q e e g I qx
property ;a g Nnq1, ;T G 0, ’p G 0, such that
p a
2 nsup sup e › u t , ? - ‘. 3.1Ž . Ž .Ž .L Re
egI w xtg 0, T
Furthermore, for any given mollifier w as in Section 1 supported ine
nq1 Ž .R , the assignment i: w “ w)w defines an imbedding ofq e e g I
Žw . X Ž n.. Ž nq1.2 2C 0, ‘ : D R into E R which preserves derivatives. ThusL M , L qx
Ž nq1.2E R is a differential algebra containing the space of distributionsM , L qx
Žw . X Ž n..2C 0, ‘ : D R . Following Colombeau, the imbedding property can beL
Ž nq1.2optimized by going over to a factor algebra. Let N R denote theL qxw nq1 x Ž .2differential ideal of E R composed of those u s u with theM , L q e e g Ix
property ;a g Nn, ;T ) 0, ;q G 0; it holds that
yq a
2 nsup sup e › u t , ? - ‘. 3.2Ž . Ž .Ž .L Re
egI w xtg 0, T
Ž nq1.2The Colombeau algebra G R is defined to be the factor algebraL qxw nq1 x Ž nq1. Ž n.2 2 2E R rN R . We use G R to denote the subalgebra ofM , L q L q Lx x
Ž nq1. Ž . Ž nq1.2 2G R composed of those u g G R independent of t g R .L q e e g I L q qx x X Ž n.2This algebra contains the space of distributions D R .L
Ž . Ž nq1.2The element u s u g G R is said to be associated withe e g I L qx
Ž nq1. Ž nq1.¤ g D9 R , if for any w g D R ,q q
² :u t , x w t , x dt dx “ ¤ , w as e “ 0. 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .H e
w xFor a more detailed discussion of these and related algebras see 4 .
The Colombeau algebras offer a framework for dealing with generalized
function solutions to nonlinear partial differential equations. Being ele-
ments of the algebras defined above, these generalized solutions are
represented by sequences of smooth functions. Colombeau introduced the
method of regularized derivatives as a means for obtaining smooth repre-
Ž w x.sentatives in arbitrary evolution equations see 10]12 . We are going to
elaborate on this method in the context of nonlinear parabolic equations
Ž .of type 1.1 .
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Problems with regularized derivatives can be conveniently stated as
Ž nq1.2equations in the sense of the Colombeau algebra G R . To this endL qx
Ž nq1.2we introduce regularized derivatives as operators acting on G R .L qx
Ž nq1.2Indeed, for any u g G R we defineL qx
Ä  4› u s class of › u )wx x e e egI
and
ÄDu s class of Du )w )w , 4Ïe e e egI
 4where u is a representative of u.e e g I
Ž . Ž nq1.2With these definitions, problem 2.1 can be stated in G R asL qx
Ä Ä› u q › f u q g u s DuŽ . Ž .t x 3.4Ž .
<u s a.ts0
Our next result establishes the existence and uniqueness of generalized
Ž .solutions in the formulation 3.4 and shows that when the initial data are
classical L2 functions, the approach is consistent with the classical weak
solution concept.
Ž . Ž . Ž n.2THEOREM 3.1. 1 With the assumption MA , gi¤en any a g G R ,L
Ž . Ž nq1.2problem 3.4 has a unique solution u g G R .L qx
Ž . Ž . Ž .2 Suppose the initial data in 3.4 are of the form a s i u with0
2Ž n. Žw . 2Ž n..u g L R , and ¤ g C 0, ‘ , L R is the unique weak solution of0
› ¤ q › f ¤ q g ¤ s D¤Ž . Ž .t x 3.5Ž .¤ 0, x s u x ;Ž . Ž .0
Ž nq1.2then the solution u g G R is associated with ¤ .L qx
Ž . Ž nq1. Ž . Ž .2Proof. 1 Existence of a solution u g G R to 3.4 . Let aL q e e g Ix
Ž n. Ž .2be a representative of a g G R . Applying the estimate 2.3 in theL x
Ž .Cauchy problem 2.1 with initial data
u 0, x s a x ,Ž . Ž .e e
it follows that for any T ) 0, there is p G 0 such that
p
2 nsup sup e u t , ? - ‘.Ž . Ž .L Re
egI w xtg 0, T
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Ž .Letting the operator › act on Eq. 2.1 , we see that › u satisfiesx x e1 1
n
2› › u s u )› w )Dw y =g u ? › u y f u )› wŽ . Ž .ÏŽ . Ýt x e e x e e e x e i e x x e1 1 1 1 i
is1
› u 0, x s › a x ,Ž . Ž .x e x e1 1
which implies
2 n5 5› u t F › aŽ . 2 n L ŽR .x e x eŽ .L R1 1
1t
2 nq C u s q › u s ds.Ž . Ž . 2 nH Ž .L Re x e3 Ž .L R1ž /e0
Consequently, for any T ) 0 there is p G 0 such that
psup sup e › u t , ? - ‘.Ž . 2 nx e Ž .L R1
egI w xtg 0, T
Similarly, we can get the same estimate for all › au by induction on a . Asx e
Ž .usual, by using the equation 2.1 , the regularity of u with respect to thee
t-variable follows, together with the estimates on the t-derivatives.
Ž .Summing up, we conclude that the class of u defines a solution ofe e g I
Ž . Ž nq1.23.4 in G R .L qx
Ž . Ž .2 Uniqueness. Suppose that problem 3.4 admits two solutions
Ž . Ž . Ž nq1. Ž .2u s u and v s ¤ in G R . By definition, we have Ne e g I e e g I L q e e g Ix
Ž nq1. Ž . Ž n.2 2g N R and n g N R such that w s u y ¤ satisfiesL q e e g I L e e ex
› w q › f u y f ¤ )w q g u y g ¤ s Dw )w )w q NŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ït e x e e e e e e e e e
w 0, x s n x .Ž . Ž .e e
Ž . Ž .Using the fact that N and n belong to the respective idealse e g I e e g I
Ž .and employing estimates similar to part 1 of the proof, we can conclude
Ž . Ž nq1. Ž nq1.2 2that w g N R , that is, u s ¤ in G R .e e g I L q L qx x
Ž .3 Association. We shall actually prove that for an arbitrary repre-
Ž . Ž nq1. Ž .2sentative u of the solution u g G R to 3.4 and the solutione e g I L qx
Žw . 2Ž n.. Ž .¤ g C 0, ‘ , L R of 3.5 , we have
2 nsup u t , ? y ¤ t , ? “ 0 as e “ 0 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L Re
w xtg 0, T
for any T ) 0.
Ž .It is sufficient to establish 3.6 for the special representative of u, the
Ž . Ž . Žw . 2Ž n..solution u t, x constructed in part 1 . Letting ¤ g C 0, ‘ , L R bee e
Ž .the unique solution to the Cauchy problem 2.1 obtained in Theorem 2.1,
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Theorem 2.2 says that for any T ) 0,
2 nsup ¤ t , ? y ¤ t , ? “ 0 as e “ 0. 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L Re
w xtg 0, T
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, u and ¤ satisfy 2.1 with initial data u 0, x se e e
Ž . Ž . 2Ž n.u )f , ¤ 0, x s u x . Noting that s u )f y u “ 0 in L R when0 e e 0 0 e 0
Ž .e “ 0, arguments similar to the derivation of estimate 2.3 show that
2 nsup u t , ? y ¤ t , ? “ 0 as e “ 0 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .L Re e
w xtg 0, T
Ž . Ž . Ž .for any T ) 0. Combining 3.7 with 3.8 , assertion 3.6 follows.
4. NUMERICAL METHODS
This section is devoted to numerical schemes approximating the solution
Ž .u to the nonlinear parabolic system with regularized derivatives 2.1 fore
Ž .any fixed e ) 0 and u x smooth enough. We shall construct a conver-0
gent, explicit difference method. Letting e “ 0, the scheme will provide a
Ž .numerical approximation to the classical nonlinear Cauchy problem 2.9 ,
as follows from the result of Theorem 2.2.
The motivation for discussing this scheme is the following: Usually,
Ž .explicit schemes for parabolic equations such as 2.9 are only condition-
Ž .2ally stable, typically with a condition such as D t ; D x for the time and
spatial increments, respectively. However, we shall see that unconditionally
Ž .stable explicit schemes approximating the regularized equation 2.1 are
easily constructed. This way we can get unconditionally convergent approx-
Ž .imations to 2.9 in the sense that as e “ 0, D t “ 0, and D x “ 0, no
relation between D t and D x is needed. This latter observation is due to
w xRosinger 18 , who has built a theory of numerical methods using regular-
ized derivatives.
To alleviate the burden of notations, we limit our considerations to
Ž .problem 2.1 in one space variable. For simplicity, we shall drop the index
Ž .``e '' in quotes what follow and assume that the solution of 2.1 is smooth
and bounded with all derivatives.
Consider the Cauchy problem
› u s u)› 2f y f u )› w y g uŽ . Ž .t x x 4.1Ž .
u 0, x s u xŽ . Ž .0
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with f s w )w. We define the difference operatorÏ
C ¤ k D x s ¤ k D x y D t g ¤ k D xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .D t , D x
q D t D x ¤ k y m D x › 2f m D xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý x
mgZ
y D t D x f ¤ k y m D x › w m D xŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .Ý x
mgZ
‘Ž .acting on continuous, bounded functions ¤ g L R . Both of the sums on
Ž .the right-hand side of 4.1 are finite, for w has compact support. The
algorithm
u j q 1 D t , k D x s C u j D t , k D xŽ . Ž .Ž . D t , D x 4.2Ž .
u 0, k D x s u k D xŽ . Ž .0
Ž .for j g N, k g Z provides a difference approximation to 4.1 . This amounts
to using the Euler scheme for › and replacing the convolution integrals byt
Riemann sums.
wŽ . xFor fixed D x ) 0, k g N, and x g R such that x g k y 1 D x, k D x ,
we put
C u j D t , x s C u j D t , k D x .Ž . Ž .D t , D x D t , D x
For the following notions of convergence, stability, and consistency of
Ž . w xthe difference scheme 4.2 we refer to Richtmyer and Morton 17 . In
particular, the scheme C is con¤ergent, if for any e ) 0 there is d ) 0D t, D x
w x Ž xso that for every t g 0, T , D t g 0, T , D x ) 0, n g N with n D t F T ,
< <when D x, D t, t y n D t F d , it holds that
n
‘u t y C u F e .Ž . Ž .L RD t , D x 0
Ž .PROPOSITION 4.1. The difference scheme 4.2 is con¤ergent.
Proof. Given two continuous and bounded functions ¤ and w and any
T ) 0, it is not difficult to prove that there are C, X ) 0, such that for
Ž xevery D x ) 0, D t g 0, T , n g N, we have
n n CT
‘5 5‘C ¤ y C w F e ¤ y w L ŽR .Ž .L RD t , D x D t , D x
when n D t F T and D x F X, by using the Lipschitz continuity of f and g.
Ž . w xHence, the scheme 4.2 is stable 17 .
Ž . Ž .On the other hand, we can prove that for the solution u t of 4.1 and
w xany T ) 0, there is a constant C ) 0 such that for every t g 0, T ,
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Ž xD t g 0, T with t q D t F T , we have
2
‘C u t y u t q D t F c D x q D t ? D x q D t ,Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .L RD t , D x
Žw x. Ž .which implies the consistency 17 of the scheme 4.2 .
By the Lax]Richtmyer theorem, consistency and stability of the scheme
imply its convergence.
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